ABOUT ECOR
The EU project ECOR is concerned with the exchange and development of good practice in prisons. It seeks to adapt a methodology used successfully in Latin America, in which communities of restoration in prison units or as alternatives to prisons help prisoners to learn to take responsibility – for themselves and their community, for their past and their future.

MORE INFORMATION
www.restorative-justice.eu/ecor
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COSTS
70€ per participant (cash at registration). For partners in the ECOR project the EU will cover the cost. Please register before 01.02.2016. Hotel reservations at Bernhäuser Forst and payments should be made on your own.

GETTING THERE
www.b-forst.de/kontakt/anfahrt

This project is funded by the European Union.

This publication has been produced with the financial support of the DG Justice Programme of the European Union. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of Seehaus e.V. and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Commission.
Wednesday, 10th February 2016

15:00  Registration
17:00  Welcome/Opening/Introduction
   »  Marita Derbach-Jüpner
   »  Tobias Merckle
17:15  Valdeci Ferreira
   The APAC methodology – developed in Brasil
18:00  The ECOR Project:
   »  Introduction and project outputs – Tobias Merckle
   »  Research evaluation and expansion analysis – Dr. Caroline Lanskey
18:30  Short Break
18:45  Prof. Friedrich Lösel
   Evidence-based offender treatment in Europe compared with the ECOR methodology
19:00  Closing
19:30  Dinner and Networking

Thursday, 11th February 2016

09:00  Dan van Ness
   APAC/Communities of Restoration Worldwide
09:30  Col. Attila Juhász
   The potential of the ECOR methodology for the prison systems in Europe
10:00  Panel Discussion
   ECOR: A Model for all Prisons in Europe?
   »  Prof. Friedrich Lösel
   »  Valdeci Ferreira
   »  PhDr. Ph.D. Gabriela Slováková
   »  Thomas Peschel
   »  Col. Attila Juhász
10:45  Coffee Break
11:15  PhDr. Ph.D. Gabriela Slováková
   Benefits of a close cooperation between prison administrations and NGOs
12:30  Lunch
14:00  Workshop Session

Friday, 12th February 2016

8:50  Departure to Seehaus
9:30  Sue Hall
   Linking in prison programmes and aftercare. What are the key factors for re-integration in the transition phase?
10:00  Visit of the ECOR Site "Seehaus"
10:45  Coffee Break
11:00  Round Table Discussions
   Generating next steps
   »  Restorative prison units
   »  Residential alternatives to prisons
   »  Residential aftercare
   »  Probation and aftercare in the community
11:45  ECOR Declaration – ECOR in the Future
12:30  Closing of the Conference
   »  Minister of Justice, State of Baden-Württemberg, Germany, Rainer Stickelberger
12:45  Lunch at Hotel Glemseck
13:30  Departure / Shuttle to Railway, Airport

The Conference will also be translated into German.